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ABSTRACT: Voltage instability and voltage collapse have been considered as a series threat to power system 
operation.  Fast response and accurate voltage stability indications in power systems are still a challenging task to 
achieve, particularly when power systems operated close to its transmission capacity limits. A successful avoidance of 
system collapse is based on method accuracy and its low computation time. This paper presents simple, fast and 
efficient indices for analyzing power system voltage stability and successfully predicting system voltage collapse for 
sensitive voltage node methods .A review have been made on different deterministic methods used for finding sensitive 
node for voltage collapse. The effectiveness of methodology are summarized including advantage and disadvantage 
over other stochastic methods.   
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NOMENCLATURE 
                                               

Z Line impedance. 
X Line reactance 
QJ Reactive power at the receiving end 
Vi Sending end voltage 
Θ Line impedance angle 
Δ Angle difference between the supply voltage and the receiving voltage 
Pi Sending end real power 
Pj Real power at the receiving end 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 

 
                              Voltage control problem are very much familiar to the electric utility industry are now receiving 
special attention by every power system analyst and researchers. With growing size along with economic and 
environmental pressures, the possible threat of voltage instability is becoming increasingly pronounced   in the power 
system networks.[7] The voltage stability problem is now a serious concern to the electric utility industry. Many large 
interconnected power systems are increasingly experiencing abnormally high or low voltages and voltage collapse. 
These voltage problems are associated with the increased loading of transmission lines, insufficient local reactive 
supply, and the shipping of power across long distances. The heart of the voltage stability problem is the voltage drop 
that occurs when the power system experiences a heavy load, and one serious type of voltage instability is voltage 
collapse. Voltage collapse is characterized by an initial slow progressive decline in the voltage magnitude of the power 
system buses and a final rapid decline in the voltage magnitude [5]. 
 
   Electric power utilities are being under pressures by governments’ agency, politics, residential and industrial 
customers to provide reliable and uninterrupted service from power plants to loads. Unfortunately, a few utilities are 
able to construct new power plants and advance their systems targeting high reliability standard while others are forced 
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to operate near their functioning design limits due economic and environmental constraints or because of the shortage 
in power delivery investment [3]. 
 
Continuous monitoring of the system status is required because the voltage instability affects the satisfactory operation 
of power system.  Stability of the power systems can be identified through various stability factors. The slow variation 
in reactive power loading towards its maximum point causes the conventional load flow solution to attain its non 
convergence point.[1].  Many of the researchers in the recent-past focused on the effective online monitoring of status 
of the system and hence to solve the problem of voltage collapse. In this regard, voltage stability index of each 
transmission line becomes the useful measure of power system monitoring. The index could identify how far a system 
is from its point of collapse. Performance indices to predict closeness to voltage stability boundary have been a 
permanent concern of researchers and power system operators, as these indices can be used online or offline to help 
dispatchers determine how close the system is to a possible voltage instability state Several voltage stability indices 
used to measure proximity to voltage collapse in off-line as well as on-line applications are described with great detail. 
 A fast method for identification of the weakest bus.Sensitivity relates to the test's ability to identify positive results. 
The sensitivity of a test is the proportion of people that are known to have the disease who test positive for it. This can 
also be written as:  Sensitivity = Probability of a positive test, given that the patient is ill.  In load flow, sensitivity terms 
are used to find which nodes to generate a minimum voltage as compared to other nodes. Sensitive node is the one 
which is mostly suffered by the changes in load demands. For transmission network security & failure point of view it 
is quite important to calculate the most sensitive node in the network [2]. 
 
In this review paper we have introduce some effective methods for finding weakest or critical bus with minimum time 
period and least value of weakest bus.   
 

II. METHODS ARE USED TO FIND SENSITIVE NODE 
 

There are several method are given for finding voltage sensitivity in different bus network applied at different 
situations.  Description  of  these methods are following: 
i). Line Stability Index Formulation (LSIF). 
ii). Fast voltage stability index (FVSI). 
iii). Voltage Collapse Prediction Index (VCPI). 
iv). Modal Analysis. 
v). TRGGQ:   
vi). Voltage Sensitivity Factor (VSF). 
vii). L-Index: 
viii) Reactive Power Margin 
xi). Line Stability Factor.  
x). New Voltage Stability Index (NVSI).   
 
1).Line Stability Index Formulation 
Based on the transmission concept in a single line M. Moghavvemi’s derived a line stability index to find the voltage of 
an interconnected system in a reduced single line network, in this formulation the discriminator of the voltage quadratic 
equation is set to be greater or equal than zero to maintain stability. A typical single transmission line where index is 
derived from is illustrated in Fig. 1: 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Single line diagram of a transmission line in the power system Where, Vs∠δs, Vr∠δr are the sending end and 
receiving end voltages. R+jX is the impedance of the transmission line P+jQ is the receiving end apparent power  θ is 
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the line impedance angle  δ is the angle difference between the supply voltage and the receiving end voltage. The line 
stability index is expressed by Lmn, proposed by Moghavvemi and Omar (1998) is formulated based on a power 
transmission concept in a single line. The line stability index Lmn is given by [1]  

L =
[ ( )]

       (1). 
 When the stability index Lmn is less than 1, the system is stable and when this index exceeds the value 1, the entire 
system loses its stability and voltage collapse occurs. Hence the value of Lmn must be lower than 1 to maintain a stable 
system.[1] 
 
2).Fast voltage stability index(FVSI) : 
 It is calculated using reactive power flow as,   

FVSI =                 (2). 
The value of evaluated index close to 1 indicates that the particular line is near to instability point. The critical bus is 
determined by finding out the maximum permissible load on the bus. The most critical bus in the system is the bus 
which can bear smallest maximum load.[1] 
 
3). Voltage Collapse Prediction Index (VCPI): 
                                                                S = P + jQ                                                                                                        (3) 
VCPI is a voltage collapse indicator based on bus system and derived from power flow equation where the apparent 
power, Si, at any bus is expressed as:  
Based on equation the voltage collapse prediction index is expressed as 

VCPI = 1−
∑ ,

| |     (4). 
VCPI varies from zero to one, indicating the voltage stability margin. Once the value of VCPI closes to unity or 
exceeds it, the system voltage collapses [2].   
 
4).Modal Analysis: 
Modal analysis is used to computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a reduced Jacobian matrix of power flow to predict 
voltage instability in power systems. The eigenvalues of the reduced matrix determine the system mode while the 
eigenvectors gives an approximate measure to system instability. The equation of power flow is given by 

 ∆P
∆Q =

J J
J J . ∆δ∆V                                                  (5). 

whereΔP and ΔQ are the changes in the real and reactive powers while ΔV andΔδ are the deviations in bus 
Voltage magnitude and angle. If ΔP is assumed to be zero, the V-Q sensitivity is expressed as 
  ∆   

∆
=  J           

                                                   (6)  
Where J    J − (J  . J  . J )…  By taking the right and left eigenvector matrix into account, the Jr matrix can be 
expressed as 
     J = ξ.Ʌ                                                 (7). 
where, 훏 and η are the left and the right eigenvectors while  Λ is the diagonal eigenvector matrix of Jrmatrix. Then, the 
V-Q sensitivity is expressed as 
∆V = ξ.Ʌ .∆Q                                                 (8). 
Once the eigenvectors are normalized as it did in practice,     ξ  .η = 1 Where ∀  = 1.2, … … … n   then the equation 
expressed as    
η.∆. V = Ʌ    . η.∆Q                                            (9). 

Since η =  η ,the final ∆V  and  ∆Q relationship is expressed as ∆V = Ʌ .∆Q 
Where Ʌ  can be expressed in matrix form as  

Ʌ   =  
λ 0 … … 0
0 λ  . … 0
0 0 … 0   λ

                                                            (10). 

Hence,   ∆V|   = λ  ∆. Q,∀  = 1,2 … … n                                               (11). 
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For any i, if λ > 0, then the variation of Vi and Qi are in the same direction and the system is stable while the system is 
considered  unstable when λ < 0 for any i.     Once assumed ∆Q=0 in Eq. (7), the V-P sensitivity is established and 
expressed as   
                 ∆

∆
= J                                                                                             (12). 

Where  J    =  J − J . J . J   By taking the right and left eigenvector matrix into account, the Jr matrix can be 
expressed as. 
J = ξ.Ʌ .η                                                                                                     (13). 
By doing the same procedure, the V-P sensitivity is then expressed as 
∆V|  = λ ∆P,∀ = 1,2, … … n.                                                                                 (14). 
For any i, if λ > 0, then the variation of Vi and Qiare in the same direction and the system is stable while the system is 
considered  unstable when λ < 0 for any i.[2]. 
     
5).TRGGQ:   
TRGGQ is a voltage stability indicator used to screen the maximum available margin utilized in remedial scheme 
protection against cascaded voltage collapses. TRGGQ represents the gradient of the total reactive power generation 
with respect to the total active or reactive demand perturbations termed as TRGGQmpQ and TRGGQmpP where both 
indicescan be defined in any direction of load increase.   The TRGGQmpQ is defined as the change rate of QG  total 
with respect to a point of QD in the direction nmp and can be given by:   

 

TRGG =
 
= ∑  .

∑
    (15). 

 
The TRGGQ   is defined as the change rate of QG  with respect to a point of P  

in the direction n  and can be given by:   

TRGG =
 
= ∑  .

∑
    (16) 

 
and TRGGQ   TRGGQmpP indices increase incrementally when the load increase gradually until reach to a point 
where both indices go to infinity or drop sharply to zero indicating voltage collapse.[2]. 
 
6).Voltage Sensitivity Factor 
Voltage Sensitivity Factor Based on general concept, SF (sensitivity factor) index for a system represented by F (z,λ ) 
can be defined as SF=

 
.when SF becomes large, the system turns insecure and ultimately collapses.  Here the 

system voltages are checked with respect to the change in loading, which results in a Voltage sensitivity factor (VSF) 
calculated as VSF= . High sensitivity means even small changes in loading causes large changes in the voltage 
magnitude, which indicates the weakness of a bus.[3]. 
 
7). L-Index: 
 L-index has been established as a fast voltage stability indicator for transmission system  For an n-bus power system, 
buses can be separated into two groups: bringing all load buses to the head and denote them as α  and putting the 
generator buses to the tail and term them as   i.e. α  = {1,2……n -1, n },α ={n +1, n +2……..n -1,n},where n   is 
the number of load buses.  With a multi-node system,  
퐈퐛퐮퐬 = 퐘퐛퐮퐬.퐕퐛퐮퐬                                                              (17). 
By arranging the load buses α  and generator buses α  as mentioned earlier, equation (17) can be written as 
I
I = Y Y

Y Y
V
V                                    (18) 

V
I = H I

V = Z F
K Y

I
V                                  (19). 

Where   Z ,  F ,  K ,and  Y  are sub-block of matrix H ; V , I , V , I are voltage and current vector of generator 
and load buses respectively. For any load bus   j ∠ α ,stability index   L  can be expressed as 
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L = ∗.
                                            (20). 

S = ∑
∗

∗∈ . V                                    (21). 

Where S   and  V  are complex power and complex voltage of node k respectively. The range of value is [0, 1]. 
Stability requires that L  < 1 and must not be violated on a continuous basis. A global system indicator L describing the 
stability of the complete system is L= max ( L  ) When L approaches 1.0; power system will approach voltage collapse. 
In practice L must be lower than a threshold value. The predetermined threshold value is specified at the planning stage 
depending on the system configuration and utility policy regarding quality of service.[3] 
 
8).Reactive Power Margin 
 Reactive power margin for a load bus is measured as a distance between the lowest MVAr point of Q-V curve and 
Voltage axis as shown in Fig. 1 Thus reactive power margin indicates how further the loading on that particular bus can 
be increased before its loading limit is exhausted and voltage collapse takes place  Reactive power margins are used in  
to evaluate voltage instability problems for coherent bus groups. These margins are based on the reactive reserves on 
generators, SVCs and synchronous condensers that exhaust reserves in the process of computing a Q-V curve at any 
bus in a coherent group or voltage control area. In this study, the reactive power margin index is used to measure the 
strength of the buses of a primary distribution network for different sets of load models.[3].  
                                                             Q ≤ Q                                (22). 
 
9). Line Stability Factor (LQP) :  
The LQP was used in the comparison since this factor is more sensitive to change in reactive power. The formulation 
begins with the power equation in a power system and finally LQP [15] is expressed as   

                                            LQP = 4  P + Q                               (23). 

All the above said indices have effectively shown the variation of reactive power load but not real power load. Most of 
these indices have been derived from the receiving end reactive power equation of transmission line. Instead of that, the 
index solved by considering the receiving end real power equation, it depends the resistance of the transmission line. 
However, the resistance values are negligible or even zero in standard and practical line data, and hence the index 
remains either infinite or zero.[4]. 
 
10).New Voltage Stability Index (NVSI)   
NVSI may be mathematically explained as follows:   
V ∠0                                   P , Q , S                                            P , Q , S                              V ∠δ       
                                                              I          
Bus 1                                                         R+jX             Bus 2 
                                                          

Fig.2 Line Mode 
 

From the Fig. 2, current flowing between bus 1 and 2,   
Comparatively resistance of transmission line is negligible. The equation may be rewritten a and the receiving end 
power,  S=V I* Incorporating and solving this is an equation of order two of V2. The condition to have at least one 
solution is:   Taking the suffix “i” as the sending bus & “j” as the receiving bus, NVSI can be defined by   

NVSI =                       (24) 

 
The procedure to estimate the NVSI in all transmission lines in power system is shown in Fig. 2. The value of NVSI 
must be less than 1.00 in all transmission lines to maintain a stable system. 
 
               The merits of the index are that it relates both real and reactive power whereas other indices relate only the 
reactive power of the system. Moreover usage of fuzzy logic method produces more accurate and exact results. The 
number of mappings is reduced from 7 to 3 outperforming the existing methods. 
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Table 1 
 

Sr.No. Name of Sensitive 
Method 

Indices Used Bus System 

1 Line Stability Index 
Formulation[1] 

 

L =
4XQ

[V sin(θ− δ)]  

 

IEEE14 

2 Fast voltage stability 
index(FVSI).[1] 

 
FVSI =

4Z Q
V X

 

 

IEEE14 

3 Voltage Collapse 
Prediction Index 

(VCPI).[2] 
 

VCPI = 1 −
∑ V,

|V |  

 

IEEE 57 

4 Modal Analysis. ∆V|  = λ ∆P,∀ = 1,2, … … n  
5 TRGGQ:  [2] 

 TRGG =
dQ
dQ  

=
∂Q
∂Q

 .
Q
∑Q

 

 

IEEE 57 

6 Voltage Sensitivity 
Factor[3] 

 

VSF=  16 (Distribustion) 

7 L-Index:[3] 
 L =

S
Y ∗. V

 
16 (Distribustion) 

8 Reactive Power Margin[3] 
 

Q ≤ Q  
 

16 (Distribustion) 

9 Line Stability Factor 
(LQP) [4] 

 
LQP = 4 

X
V

X
V

 P + Q  

 

IEEE 30 bus & TNEB 69 

10 New Voltage Stability 
Index (NVSI)  [4] 
 NVSI =

2X P + Q

2Q X − V
 

IEEE 30 bus & TNEB 69 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

 
Main aim of this paper was to introduce the voltage stability problem along with possible analytical solution.Line 
Stability Index Formulation [1] & Fast voltage stability index(FVSI).[1] method applied on IEEE 14 bus system and 
increased Load step by step and it is observed  that bus 9 and 14 are most critical buses and when subjected to change 
in load may result in voltage collapse.The results of performed indices were compared to alternative methods to verify 
their accuracy for two loading scenarios.  TRGGQq and VCPI are indices for the first scenario in which the IEEE 57- 
bus system was subjected to load increase. All indices started with system initial state and ended at the same voltage 
collapse point at loading rate k =0.39. VCPI has an advantage of providing voltage stability indications at each 
individual bus while the proposed sensitive indices along with TRGGq have a great sensitivity to system voltage 
collapse based on active and reactive powers which can be used in load-generation balance. 
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 The weakest bus is defined as the bus which has very low reactive power maximum loadability and the most critical 
line means the line which is connected in the weakest bus, reaches the stability index closer to unity.  Voltage 
Sensitivity Factor, L-Index, Reactive Power Margin [3] method applied on 16 bus Distribution system  the highest 
value of VSF and L-index establish bus 7 as the weakest bus. For example, for constant power load models, lowest min 
Q arg 22.94MVAr has been found with bus 7, which establishes it as the weakest bus. The finding is in complete 
agreement with VSF and L-index which have highest values at, 0.53 and 0.22 respectively, to prove bus 7 as the 
weakest bus .We have reviewed  new approaches of voltage stability analysis projecting successfully the point of 
voltage collapse. Though load model plays significant role in occurrence of voltage collapse and instability problems, 
.So the above said methods, which can be used irrespective of load types, is required to identify the weakest bus and 
take protective measures. 
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